
Standalone Shelving  
for simple cooler merchandising
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Why Choose Nashville Wire?

Global brand development companies 
partner with Nashville Wire Products 
for our consistent, premium quality 
fabrication.  We provide the highest 
quality component parts to our customers 
who, in turn, provide high quality appliances 
to their customers. As an integral part of the 
commercial and domestic appliance supply chain, 
our products can be found in millions of homes, 
restaurants and retail stores throughout the country. 

We use state-of-the-art technology to build complex, 
custom, wire shelves and racks that optimize space 
management and improve functionality of products which 
we encounter every day. We engineer new solutions that 
provide durability, strength, performance and perfection. 

Our double width standalone system is unique, easy to 
assemble and presents products perfectly in your French 
door coolers. 

The robust post frame is designed for flexible positioning of 
heavy duty shelves. Shelves can be reconfigured to suit new 
planograms by simply repositioning them at desired height. Posts 
are designed to accommodate 1.5 inch spacing for total flexibility 
and maximum product holding.

We incorporate flat metal bracing for strength and offer 
a range of a pre-assembled metal price tag molding if 
needed. Samples of each style are available on request. 

We also produce single width shelves for odd door line 
ups (such as 3 or 5 door). 
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Standalone Shelving Benefits:

All of our products are coated using NSF 
approved powder for improved durability 
ensuring your shelves look pristine after 
many years of heavy usage.

For additional functionality, we offer the 
following accessories:
	 •	Glide	Sheets
	 •	Lane	Dividers
	 •	Perimeter	Guards
	 •	Front	Guards
	 •	Side	Guards
	 •	Front	&	Side	Guards
	 •	Other	accessories	available	on	request

Standalone Shelving available SizeS

Size   (Width x Depth)    

24" x 27" 26" x 27" 30" x 24"  48” x 27”  60” x 27”

   30" x 27" 48” x 36”  60” x 36”

  30” x 36”  60” x 48”

  30” x 48”

Call now to discuss 
your program needs.

Perfect Product PreSentation

Shelves can be installed flat or as gravity feed 
to suit your pack dynamics. Perfect product 
presentation in your cooler aisle — every time.

high caPacity SyStem

Available in multiple widths to suit your 
French doors, our robust system offers total 
merchandising flexibility.

Standalone or lineuP:

Our standalone shelving system is designed 
for either standalone or full wall installation. 
Post functionality enables shelving to be built 
on either side so you don’t double up when 
creating a run. Simply keep adding modules to 
fit your door space. Provide us with details of 
your door requirements and we will create a 
detailed materials schedule.

Stock Rotation   ●   Always Full
Efficient Merchandising


